The DHS Intelligence Training Academy and IABC are accredited by the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Accreditation (FLETA) Board.
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

IABC teaches entry level all-source analysts the knowledge and skills necessary to be a
successful Intelligence Analyst. Upon graduation, employees will be able to conduct all-source
intelligence analysis in a homeland security environment.
Common standards in training include:
•
•
•
•
•

ICD 203 Analytic Standards
ICD 610 Competency Directories for the
Intelligence Community Workforce
DHS/DOJ Common Competencies for State, Local,
Tribal, and Territorial Intelligence Analysts (2010)
Bureau of Justice Administration’s (BJA) Law
Enforcement Analytic Standards (2012)
BJA Minimum Criminal Intelligence Training
Standards (2007).

UPCOMING DATES: 31 JANUARY - 11 MARCH, 2022
SCHEDULE: WEEKDAYS 0730-1630 EASTERN STANDARD TIME
NO CLASS FEBRUARY 21ST (FEDERAL HOLIDAY)
LENGTH: 27 TRAINING DAYS/213 TRAINING HOURS
LOCATION: Online—Adobe Connect virtual meeting platform
IABC is NOT self-paced learning—students must be present every training day.
TARGET STUDENT: Entry Level Intelligence Analysts

Prerequisites:
•

For online iterations, students must have a computer issued by the Federal, State, Local, Tribal or Territorial
government. No privately-owned devices are authorizing for accessing IABC course materials.

•

Computers must have MS Windows operating system, a web browser, secure internet connection, and a
dedicated telephone line that can be used without interruption and where they will not be overheard.

•

Students must be able to use the Adobe Connect virtual meeting platform in online iterations.

Frequently Asked Questions

How to Register (New Process)

1) I’ve got plans to be out for a few hours/days during the course,
is that going to be a problem?

1. Request an account on the DHS ITA
learning management system
(ACADIS) by visiting:

Answer: Yes, but may be manageable depending on how long and
when you will be out. If you know the dates/times, contact the instructor and see how that will impact your attendance in the
course. Missing too much time is grounds for dismissal.
2) What are the requirements to attend the course?
Answer: Other than the prerequisites listed above, there are no
requirements in terms of experience or prior training. This class is
for all-source intelligence analysts so those in that job role are
given priority.
3) Should I take IABC or BITAC or both?
Answer: These have the same material taught in different ways—
take one or the other, not both.
4) I’m a criminal analyst, not an intelligence analyst - can I take
the course?
Answer: Yes - criminal analysts are still all source analysts and the
standards taught include law enforcement standards.
5. I am an analyst, should I also take IOS?
Answer: No, IOS is for non-analysts. It is an overview but does not
teach any analytic skills but IABC/BITAC include IOS information
so you will not miss out!

https://hselmsportal.acadisonline.com/
acadisviewer/WebForms/Public/
UserDataCollector.aspx?ID=461a0ebd
-65a3-4266-ba7c-f0dd0fb140ff
2. Once approved, you will be able to
search for IABC and select iteration
22-01D.
3. Fill out and submit the registration
form. You will automatically be
waitlisted - check back by Jan 12 to
see if you are enrolled.
If you have difficulties navigating this
system please contact the Registrar at
IA-Registrar@hq.dhs.gov
If your agency blocks the URL above,
please contact your IT Support to
enable this DHS website.

